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New Mexico General Education Curriculum Course Certification Form 
 

A. Institution and Course Information 
Name of Institution New Mexico State University 

Department Chemistry and Biochemistry 

Course Number, Title, Credits CHEM 111G, General Chemistry I, 4cr 

Co-requisite Course Number and Title, if any  

Is this application for your system (ENMU, 
NMSU, & UNM)? 

Yes 

Name and Title of Contact Person  

Email and Phone Number of Contact Person  

 

Was this course previously part of the general education curriculum? 

�  Yes   �  No 
 
This course will fulfill general education requirements for (check all that apply): 

�  AA/AS/BA/BS  �  AAS 
  

B. Content Area and Essential Skills 
To which content area should this course be added? Indicate “Other” if the course is not associated with one of the six 

NM General Education content areas. 

� Communications  � Mathematics  � Science  � Social & Behavioral Sciences 

� Humanities   � Creative & Fine Arts   � Other 
 

Which essential skills will be addressed? 

� Communication  � Critical Thinking � Information & Digital Literacy 
� Quantitative Reasoning  � Personal & Social Responsibility 

 

C. Learning Outcomes 
This course follows the CCNS SLOs for  

CHEM 1216C, General Chemistry I 
 

List all learning outcomes that are shared between course sections at your institution. 

Common Course Student Learning Outcomes (find Common Course SLOs at: 
http://www.hed.state.nm.us/programs/request-a-change-to-the-nmccns.aspx)  

Student Learning Outcomes 
Upon completion of this course all students will be able to demonstrate an appropriate level of 



mastery of: The Metric system, Heat, Density, Atomic Theory, Moles and Stoichiometry, Solutions, 
Chemical Formulas and Equations, Gas Laws, Kinetic Theory, Electronic Structure, Periodic 
Relationships, Calorimetry and Enthalpy, Bonding, Molecular Structure, Liquid and Solid States. 
1. Students will describe the process of scientific inquiry. 

Students should: 
a. Understand that scientists rely on evidence obtained from observations rather than 

authority, tradition, doctrine, or intuition. 
b. Students should value science as a way to develop reliable knowledge about the world. 

2. Students will solve problems scientifically. 
Students should: 

a. Be able to construct and test hypotheses using modern lab equipment (such as 
microscopes, scales, computer technology) and appropriate quantitative methods. 

b. Be able to evaluate isolated observations about the physical universe and relate them to 
hierarchically organized explanatory frameworks (theories). 

3. Students will communicate scientific information. 
Students should: 

a. Communicate effectively about science (e.g., write lab reports in standard format and 
explain basic scientific concepts, procedures, and results using written, oral, and graphic 
presentation techniques). 

4. Students will apply quantitative analysis to scientific problems. 
Students should: 

a. Select and perform appropriate quantitative analyses of scientific observations. 
b. Show familiarity with the metric system, use a calculator to perform appropriate 

mathematical operations, and present results in tables and graphs. 
5. Students will apply scientific thinking to real world problems. 

Students should: 
a. Critically evaluate scientific reports or accounts presented in the popular media. 
b. Understand the basic scientific facts related to important contemporary issues (e.g., global 

warming, stem cell research, cosmology), and ask informed questions about those issues. 
 

 

Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes  

List institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

 
D. Narrative  

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 

learning? 

 

Preface 

The narratives below are similar for our chemistry general education classes CHEM 110G, CHEM 111G, CHEM 112G and 
show significant overlapping for this reason. 

 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 

Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments.  
N/A 

 



Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 
Chemistry is ultimately the study of the invisible world.  Students need to integrate theories and models of the unseen 
(microscopic world) to explain/predict the seen (macroscopic world).  This entails recognizing the particular 
constraints of the phenomena, knowing what works best within the constraints and identifying the molecular features 
that would finally provide the observed behavior.  For example, the solubility of substances is at the heart of many 
daily occurrences.  From the need to drink milk to cool a hot chile to making industrial waste less polluting, solubility 
considerations are a huge part of their understanding.  Given a solubility problem, students need to discern the type 
of solvent present, know the structural features a solute requires in order to interact appropriately and identify 
possible solutes that have these features given only a chemical formula. Students will work on integrative exercises 
that require a combination of various concepts to obtain the solution.  
  
Problem setting:  Construct hypotheses and design the verification in their laboratory experiments; Analyze a problem 
and determine the appropriate strategy required to solve it. 
Evidence Acquisition:  Recognize appropriate physical and chemical properties being used to achieve phenomenon. 
Acquire data from various sources to establish molecular structure-property links. Experience scientific inquiry 
through chemistry; this is possible because chemistry is an empirical science. 
Evidence Evaluation:  Evaluate the sources of data for reliability and accuracy.  From the approved data, ascertain 
which molecular features will produce the physical and chemical properties.  
Reasoning/Conclusion:  Provide a credible explanation for the macroscopic phenomenon. 

 
Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 

Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models  
Natural laws are often communicated both in words and in a mathematical, symbolic language.  Students 
are required to know these concepts or definitions, in both languages.  Equations are not provided to them 
for exams because they are “definitions in symbolic form”.  Additionally, interpreting graphical 
representations of these laws are also required.  As such, the first skill, Communication/Representation of 
Quantitative Information, is amply achieved. 
  
As far as the second skill, Analysis of Quantitative Arguments, our students in the laboratory setting are 
often asked to compile class data.  Whether it is to see a common measurement or to provide data for 
complementary measurements, they need to analyze not only their own measurements but put it in the 
context of other groups.  Through these, the statistical ideas of outlying data, random errors and systematic 
errors can be observed. Students will learn how to properly conduct and report experimental measurements 
and learn about the concepts of precision and accuracy, as well as significant figures. 
  
The Application of Quantitative Models is perhaps the most easily identifiable skill. For example, limiting 
reagent problems model real world situations.  Knowledge of the amount of substances produced and left 
over factor directly in waste production in industry. Students will apply various quantitative models to 
evaluate the elemental/isotopic composition of materials and the amounts and concentrations of products 
and reactants involved in various chemical reactions. A systematic approach will be used for solving 
problems: (1) Collect and organize potentially relevant information, (2) use this information to develop a 
strategy to solve the problem and get an order-of-magnitude estimate of the final answer, (3) obtain the 
accurate answer using numerical calculations, and (4) check whether the obtained result is reasonable, has 
correct units, and how the developed strategy could be applied to other problems. 

 



Personal & Social Responsibility. Intercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 

natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 

civic knowledge and engagement – local and global  
Sustainability and the natural and human worlds:  Having an informed society is imperative to our ability to 
adapt and respond to the global changes of our world.  Students will analyze these changes using the 
scientific method, which is a natural way to explore and acquire knowledge.  By giving our students an 
appreciation for the scientific method, we are providing them tools to use to be able to “explain the impact 
our actions have on the sustainability of the natural and human worlds.”  In a more hands-on approach to 
addressing the relationship between actions and their possible impact, laboratory exercises train students 
with proper manipulation of chemicals with the end of achieving personal safety and proper containment of 
waste. 
  
Collaboration skills, teamwork and value system:  Chemical advances cannot happen without the 
collaborative effort of scientists over the world.  Students have a mirrored experience in the laboratory 
through their group work and class compilations of collected data.  Being members of small teams, students 
demonstrate shared ethical obligations and intercultural sensitivity. Students are also exposed to the ethical 
obligation of keeping a proper lab notebook and the importance of recording mistakes as well as successes.  
The explanation of sources of error is a powerful tool for the student’s growth in chemical understanding and 
ethical obligations. 

 
Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 

Research as Inquiry 
N/A 

 
E. Supporting Documents 
� Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended)  � Sample Assessment Attached (required) 
 

F. Assessment Plan (Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019) 
Link to Institution’s General Education Assessment Plan Click here to enter text. 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 

 
_____________________________________________   _____________________________ 
Signature of Chief Academic Officer     Date 

 

HED Internal Use Only 

Presented to NMCC on ______________________________ 
Date 

�Approved �Denied   

If denied, rationale: 

 

Institution Notified on _________________________________ 
   Date 



Sample Assignment 1 
 
The sample assignment, provided below, is based on the Experiment 1 from “CHEM 111 Lab 
Manual: New Mexico State University”. Completion of this assignment will lead to the 
development of the Critical Thinking skills through the acquisition and evaluation of the 
experimental data, which will be followed by the analysis of the obtained results. This 
assignment involves numerical calculations and preparation of a written report, which will lead to 
the development of the Quantitative Reasoning skills. Due to the experimental nature of this 
assignment, students will have possibility to improve their Personal & Social Responsibility skills 
such as collaboration skills and ethical reasoning. The assessment of this assignment will be 
performed using the rubrics attached herein. 



Marat Talipov
Experiment 1 from CHEM 111 Lab Manual: New Mexico State University



















 

Rubrics for Sample Assignment 1 “Using Density to Determine the Sugar Content in Commercial 
Beverages” 



 

 

 

Results Sheet (10pts each) 
I. Determining the Densities of Your Sugar Solutions  

II. Determining the Densities of Commercial Beverage Samples  

Graph on page 10  

Interpretation of Your Results (5pts each) 

2. (a) !"#$%&'(
('%)&*+	(&-'	(/0) = 	

!"#$%&'(	
/0  

    (b)  

 

 

     (c)  Which beverage has more sugar? 1, 2 or 3. 

3. Depending on the kind of drink they are provided. They will float if they have artificial sweeteners, but most 
likely they will sink since they will be denser than water.  

4. In that way the density would come just from the sugar content, and will not include the pulp weight.  

Written Part (30pts) 
Title (5pts) 

Introduction (5pts): Purpose of the experiment, main concepts 

Experimental procedure (10pts) 

Discussion/Conclusion (10pts): Density, Mass %, state the results of your practice and relate the mass % of the 
sample beverages.  

Prelab: 15 
Results Sheet: 25 
Interpretation of your results: 25 
Written Part: 30 
Notebook: 5 

 MASS % SUGAR CALORIES/ML 
1   
2   
3   


